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**Synopsis**

The most up-to-date and readily accessible rheumatology resource available A Doody's Core title for 2015! The third edition of this trusted quick-reference guide has everything you need to keep pace with this fast-moving field—presented in the acclaimed CURRENT format. A practical reference for primary care providers, the book simplifies the treatment of difficult-to-manage rheumatologic diseases and disorders, such as arthritis, lupus, and sarcoidosis. Features NEW full-color photographs NEW chapters on clinical genetics, drug-induced syndromes, and metabolic myopathies. Straightforward, expert coverage of the entire range of rheumatology disorders Full explanations of common and major disorders in clinical immunology Concise chapters geared to the needs of trainees and clinicians First section that addresses common but difficult-to-diagnose rheumatologic complaints and delivers key approaches to the patient and strategies.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is a good and concise book for medical students and residents who are in rheumatology rotation, but it is not comprehensive enough for rheumatology fellows and specialists or for rheumatology subspeciality board preparation.

It is a very good book. They added new chapters, but some chapters didn't change. Medications chapter in 2. edition was good but new edition doesn't have this chapter.
I have started to read this book in preparation for fellowship. I have found it very useful and I love it. As this book mentions in first few paragraph - an atlas of anatomy is essential for better understanding and practice. I have coupled this book with Clemente anatomy and the combination has suited very well for me. Other things I love about this book is that it is reasonable in size, containing about 600 pages, as compared to other big sized books, and is very well clinically oriented. I hope this will be useful.

Excellent experience, arrived on time. Very good book with very helpful and useful contents

Just Great - so compact, especially iPad-version. I love it. Easy to carry on and very readable. I would not buy a any more a printed version. Pictures easy to capture on screen for multiple purposes.

I have used this series for the 35 years of my practice as a primary care and urgent care physician assistant and it has always been excellent. This edition is no exception.

It's a Good book

Excellent book
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